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Abstract: Quality improvement is crucial for manufacturing, and existing research has paid less
attention to the influence of regulatory factors and irrational factors of decision makers. Considering
the impact of the reward and punishment strategy of the shared platform on quality decision-
making, this paper introduces prospect theory and mental account theory into the process of multi-
agent evolutionary game of shared manufacturing, constructs a co-evolutionary game model of
shared manufacturing quality synergistic improvement under the dynamic reward and punishment
mechanism, and analyzes the dynamic evolution law of each game agent. The research results
show that: (1) The synergistic improvement of shared manufacturing quality is the consequence
of the combined action of numerous interrelated and interacting factors, rather than the linear
effect of a single element. (2) Although the combination of multiple incentive and punishment
methods can significantly alter the effect of shared manufacturing quality synergy, there are certain
effectiveness gaps. (3) The subsidy mechanism can effectively compensate for the effectiveness gap of
the reward and punishment mechanism, and it can also strengthen the internal driving force of shared
manufacturing quality coordination. The main management insights are as follows: (1) Consider
strong external regulation to be the framework constraint, and positive internal control to be the
detail specification. (2) Create a reliable reward and punishment mechanism and dynamically alter
the intensity of rewards and penalties. (3) To close the effectiveness gap, strengthen the subsidy
mechanism as an essential addition to the incentive and punishment mechanisms. This study
can give a new reference path for quality improvement of shared manufacturing, allowing shared
manufacturing to play a more constructive role in supporting the transformation and development
of the manufacturing industry.

Keywords: reward and punishment strategy; shared manufacturing; quality synergistic improvement;
evolutionary game

1. Introduction and Theoretical Assumptions
1.1. Introduction

With the rapid development of advanced information technology, Industry 4.0 and
servitization continue to aid the sharing economy’s horizontal and vertical penetration into
the manufacturing industry [1]; shared manufacturing is proposed and initially applied
in practice. Shared manufacturing, an emerging smart manufacturing model [2], closely
connects the supply and demand sides of manufacturing resources through big data
matching, transforming idle manufacturing resources into “marketable” effective supply.
Shared manufacturing, in contrast to other manufacturing models, is more interactive [3].
The roles of supply and demand players are temporary in the shared manufacturing
model [4], individuals and businesses are allowed and encouraged to be both providers
and consumers of services [1], and participants in shared manufacturing are intertwined
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in an active value co-creation [5]. This “role integration” provides new benefits to shared
manufacturing value co-creation [6].

Quality, as the lifeblood of the manufacturing industry [7], is increasingly becoming the
key to improving manufacturing enterprises’ core competitiveness. Shared manufacturing,
an emerging intelligent manufacturing model, is still in its early stages of development,
and its quality management process is highly uncertain [8], with issues such as low-quality
level, difficulty in quality improvement, and uncertain product quality [9], particularly
given that consumers are usually sensitive to the quality of shared products [10], which
can pose a significant challenge to the industry if not handled properly. As a result, it has
become an urgent issue for shared manufacturing to improve product quality levels in
collaboration with each other by all shared manufacturing participants.

Since quality improvement and quality enhancement efforts are highly dynamic [11],
many scholars have conducted extensive research on this topic using game theory. Based on
a game model with the joint participation of manufacturers and supply sides, Xie et al. [12]
discovered that quality improvement may reduce supply sides’ profits, causing supply
sides to reject quality improvement strategies. Yang et al. [13] studied the evolutionary
stabilization strategies of supply sides and producers using replicated dynamic equations,
and the behavioral strategies were closely related to the input–output ratio, quality im-
provement effort cost, free-rider benefits, and initial strategies. Zhang et al. [14] built a
service supply chain quality effort decision model with quality preferences and investi-
gated the effect of quality preferences on quality improvement. The preceding studies
examined the quality improvement problem from various perspectives, including cost shar-
ing, quality gain, and quality preference, and provided ideas for this paper; however, the
research objects of the preceding studies were mostly supply and demand sides, ignoring
the influence of regulatory factors. It is well understood that the healthy development of
shared manufacturing cannot be achieved without a shared manufacturing platform [15],
and the shared platform’s strategy, as the internal regulator of shared manufacturing, has a
significant impact on the quality improvement and quality improvement behaviors of both
the supply and demand sides. As a result, this paper considers the impact of cost sharing
on quality improvement, builds an evolutionary game model of shared manufacturing
quality synergy using various reward and punishment mechanisms of shared platforms,
and investigates a new path of shared manufacturing quality improvement.

Existing research has conclusively demonstrated that individual psychological char-
acteristics influence behavioral decision-making [16]. Due to decision makers’ limited
rationality and different psychological preferences, there are certain deviations in their
perception of costs and benefits, making scientific explanation of decision behavior more
difficult. The traditional evolutionary game, which is based on the classical expected utility
theory [17], does not account for the fact that decision makers are easily influenced by
psychological factors, and it ignores the possibility of decision makers’ value perception
bias [18], resulting in an inability to explain decision-making behavior in complex scenarios.
Kahneman et al. [19] proposed a prospect theory with higher explanatory validity for
behavioral decisions to further investigate the influence of decision makers’ perception bias
on decision behavior. Following that, a wide range of scholars [20–22] used prospect theory
to further investigate and analyze decision behavior in various domains. Thale et al. [23]
proposed a psychological account theory based on prospect theory in a subsequent study,
arguing that behavioral decisions occur after one’s own comparison of gains and losses,
further enriching the research basis of behavioral decisions.

In summary, prospect theory (PT) and mental account theory (MA) provide a more
reasonable explanation and analysis of behavioral decisions from a variety of perspectives,
including cost-benefit and perceived bias. At the same time, due to the high compatibility
of prospect theory and psychological account theory with evolutionary game theory, evolu-
tionary game analysis incorporating prospect theory and psychological account theory can
provide a more scientific and accurate picture of decision makers’ behavioral evolution. As
a result, this paper develops an evolutionary game model of shared manufacturing quality
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synergistic improvement, based on PT MA theory, investigates decision makers’ quality
synergy behavior under various reward and punishment mechanisms, and investigates
the synergistic improvement path of shared manufacturing quality level. This study can
give a new reference path for quality improvement of shared manufacturing, allowing
shared manufacturing to play a more constructive role in supporting the transformation
and development of the manufacturing industry.

1.2. Theoretical Assumptions

Prospect theory is used to characterize decision-makers’ decision-making behavior
in uncertain settings based on risk predictions. Prospect theory, in contrast to traditional
anticipated utility theory, thinks that decision makers are bounded rational, concentrat-
ing on and characterizing illogical conduct in behavioral decision-making, which is an
important study result of behavioral economics. Prospect theory contains the following
elements: (1) Determination effect. When presented with certain rewards, decision makers
will exhibit some risk aversion. (2) The refraction effect. When confronted with two options,
most decision makers will take on additional risk in order to maximize their rewards.
(3) Reference reliance. The relative utility level achieved according to a certain reference
point influences the decision-making utility of the decision maker, not the absolute utility
level. (4) Aversion to loss. Most decision makers are more sensitive to losses than to
equal-sized profits. (5) Decision weights that are nonlinear. In the process of behavioral
decision-making, most decision-makers will translate the likelihood of occurrences into a
nonlinear decision weight, overestimating the occurrence of low-probability events and
underestimating the occurrence of high-probability events.

The Prospect function is represented by V, whose formula is as follows [19]: V = T(∆π)w(ε).
Here: T(∆π) represents the value function, ∆π represents the difference between the

perceived value and the reference point, w(ε) represents the decision function, ε represents
the probability and the decision function has the following properties: w(0) = 0, w(1) = 1,
lim
ε→0

w(ε)>ε, lim
ε→1

w(ε)<ε.

Decision makers divide wealth into multiple accounts for psychological management,
and each accounts have distinct accounting systems and psychological calculation rules,
and make psychological decisions based on the incidence of irrational decision-making
behaviors. explained. This study begins with the “cost-benefit” of behavior and, using the
theory of mental accounts, divides it into a valence account that controls benefits and a
cost account that manages costs, based on the difference in perception of gains and losses
by decision makers. Both the valence and cost accounts have associated reference points
and value functions that represent the relative benefit and relative cost perceptions that
influence behavioral decision-making.

The valence account and cost account functions are expressed as follows [24]:

P(x) =

{
(x−U0)

β, x ≥ U0

−λ(U0 − x)θ , x<U0

C(x) =
{

δ(x−U1)
υ, x ≥ U1

−(U1 − x)σ, x<U1

P(x) represents the value function of the valence account, λ represents the sensitivity
to valence loss aversion, U0 represents the valence reference point, β, θ represents the risk
preference coefficient when the valence is relative to gain-loss; C(x) represents the value
function of the cost account, δ represents the sensitivity to cost loss aversion degree, ν, σ
represents the risk preference coefficient when the cost is relative to the loss-benefit, and U1
represents the cost reference point.
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The decision weight function is expressed as follows [25]:

w±(ε) =
ει

[ει + (1± ε)ι]
1
ι

Here, ± represents the valence or cost, ι represents the decision sensitivity coefficient.
To summarize, the evolutionary game based on PT MA theory differs from standard

evolutionary games in two major ways:

(1) Unlike the expected utility theory, the evolutionary game based on the PT MA the-
ory introduces a novel approach of calculating utility by including the decision
maker’s reference effect, risk preference, and other subjective considerations into the
utility calculation.

(2) Non-linear handling of decision weights.

As a result, evolutionary game analysis based on PT MA theory can, to some extent,
overcome the shortcomings of traditional game theory in the irrational dimension in theory
and practice, and can more objectively and accurately describe the subjective factors of
each participant in shared manufacturing influence on behavioral decisions.

2. Game Model Construction
2.1. Basic Assumptions

Assumption 1. The supply side, demand side, and shared platform are the three key players in the
three-party game of shared manufacturing quality synergy. In the game process, each subject is
rationally constrained and adheres to the value perception function. Each game subject’s behavior
plan is determined by their own value perception rather than real utility. The supply side strategic
decision can be separated into (quality improvement, no quality improvement); the demand side
strategic choice can be divided into (cost sharing, no cost sharing); and the shared platform strategic
option can be divided into (active supervision, passive supervision).

Assumption 2. The behavioral strategy choices of the supply side and the demand side have
complementary effects. The stability of quality synergy can be guaranteed if and only if both
supply sides choose positive behaviors, i.e., quality improvement, cost sharing; otherwise, quality
hazards would occur. The quality risk will be passed from the passive strategy chooser to the active
strategy chooser according to the risk transfer principle. According to the risk spillover principle,
the shared platform serves as the internal supervisor of the shared production model, and quality
risk is transferred from both supply sides to the shared platform.

Assumption 3. When the supply side improves quality, the quality of the shared-manufactured
products improves to some extent, and the product value also increases to some extent; when the
supply side does not improve quality, the quality of the shared-manufactured products improves
according to the quality of “advance or retreat”. There will be some deterioration, and the product
value will also fall to some amount. To encourage supply sides’ passion for quality improvement,
the shared platform decides to reward or penalize supply sides based on their tactics, with a defined
quantity of rewards and penalties.

2.2. Model Construction

The cost and valence created throughout the process of behavioral decision-making are
sorted and summarized into matching accounts and handled by independent computing
procedures, according to the PT_MA theory. Table 1 depicts the benefit perception matrix.

The specific parameter settings of the benefit perception matrix are shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Benefit Perception Matrix.

Shared Platform

Active regulation g Negative regulation 1 − g

Supply side
quality improvement

p

demand side
cost sharing

e

P(Ha + Hb + R)− C((1− K)Cph) P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph)
P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph) P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)

P(Hc)− C(Cgh + R) 0

demand side
not cost sharing

1− e

P(Ha + Hb + R)− C(Cph + φψLw(q)) P(Ha + Hb)− C(Cph + φψLw(q))
P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q)) P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))

P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + R) −C(αL)

Supply side
not quality improvement

1 − p

demand side
cost sharing

e

P(KCph)− C(F + ψLw(q)) P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q))
−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q)) −C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))

P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + αL) −C(αL)

demand side
not cost sharing

1− e

−C(F + Lw(q)) −C(Lw(q))
−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q)) −C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))

P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + L) −C(L)

Note: Cph, Cgh, Ceh, Cpw, La, Lb, F, D represent cost perception and are listed in the cost account. Ha, Hb, Hc, Hd,
R represent valence perception and are listed in the valence account.

Table 2. Parameter symbols and their meanings.

Parameter Meaning

p Probability of supply side quality improvement
e Probability of demand side cost sharing
g Probability of active regulation of shared platforms

Cph Labor cost perception of supply side quality improvement
K Demand side cost allocation ratio

Cgh Labor cost perception of active supervision of shared platforms
Ha Perceived loss reduction from supply side quality improvement
Hb Increased perceived benefit from supply-side quality improvements
Hc Benefit perception of active regulation of sharing platforms
Hd Demand side unit gain/loss
Qa Initial product quality level
Qb Product quality level after supply side quality improvement
Qc The quality level of the product after the quality improvement of the supply side
F Perceived value of punishment by supply sides
R Perceived value of rewards by supply sides
q Probability of quality accidents
L Quality accident risk
φ Quality risk transfer coefficient
α Quality risk spillover coefficient
ψ quality risk factor

3. Model Analysis under the Static Reward and Punishment Mechanism
3.1. Analysis of Supply Side Strategy Stability

The value perception of “quality improvement” and “no quality improvement” in the
supply side are T1p and T2p, respectively.

T1p = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C((1− K)Cph)) + w(1− g)
(P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph))] + w(1− e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)−
C(Cph + φψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C(Cph + φψLw(q)))]

(1)

T2p = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(e)[w(g)(P(KCph)− C(F + ψLw(q)))
+w(1− g)(P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q)))]
+w(1− e)[w(g)(−C(F + Lw(q))) + w(1− g)(−C(Lw(q)))]

(2)

The average value perception of supply side is Tp.

Tp = pT1p + (1− p)T2p (3)
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The dynamic equation of supply side replication is F(p).

F(p) = dp/dt =p(T1p − Tp) = p(1− p)(T1p − T2p) = p(1− p)
w(e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C((1− K)Cph)) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph))]
−w(e)[w(g)(P(KCph)− C(F + ψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q)))]
+w(1− e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C(Cph + φψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)−
C(Cph + φψLw(q)))]− w(1− e)[w(g)(−C(F + Lw(q))) + w(1− g)(−C(Lw(q)))]


(4)

For the convenience of calculation, the simplified formula is:

F(p) = p(1− p)[w(e)A + w(1− e)B] (5)

Parameter A represents the difference between the supply side quality improvement
value function and the non-quality improvement value function when the demand side
cost is allocated; parameter B represents the difference between the supply side quality
improvement value function and the non-quality improvement value function when the
demand side cost is not allocated.

Proposition 1. To find the partial derivative of the supply side replica dynamic equation, there are
the following relationships:

∂F(p)
∂Ha

>0,
∂F(p)
∂Hb

>0,
∂F(p)
∂Cph

<0,
∂F(p)

∂F
>0,

∂F(p)
∂R

>0.

According to Proposition 1, the probability of supply side quality improvement is
positively correlated with the loss reduced by quality improvement, the increased benefit,
the reward and punishment of the shared platform, and is negatively correlated with the
perceived labor cost of quality improvement. The supply side’s ultimate stability strategy
in the shared manufacturing mode is quality improvement, which is achieved by enhancing
the loss and the increased income of quality improvement, the reward and punishment of
the shared platform, and the perception of labor cost of quality improvement.

3.2. Stability Analysis of Demand Side Strategy

The value perception of “cost sharing” and “no cost sharing” in the demand side are
T1e and T2e, respectively.

T1e = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)]
+w(1− p)[−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))] (6)

T2e = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))]
+w(1− p)[−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))]

(7)

The average value perception of demand side is Te.

Te = eT1e + (1− e)T2e (8)

The dynamic equation of demand side replication is F(e).

F(e) = de/dt =e(T1e − Te) = e(1− e)(T1e − T2e) = e(1− e){
w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)]− w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))] + w(1− p)
[−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))]− w(1− p)[−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))]

}
(9)

For the convenience of calculation, the simplified formula is:

F(e) = e(1− e)[w(p)E + w(1− p)F] (10)
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The parameter E represents the difference between the demand side cost-sharing
value function and the non-cost-sharing value function when the supply side quality is
improved; the parameter F represents the demand side cost-sharing value function and the
non-cost-sharing value function when the supply side does not improve quality.

Proposition 2. To find the partial derivative of the demand side replica dynamic equation, there are
the following relationships:

∂F(e)
∂Hd

>0,
∂F(e)

∂Qb −Qa
>0,

∂F(e)
∂Qa −Qc

>0,
∂F(e)

∂φ
>0,

∂F(e)
∂L

>0.

According to Proposition 2, the probability of the demand side participating in quality
synergy is positively correlated with unit profit/loss, product quality increase when quality
is improved, product quality reduction when quality is not improved, quality accident risk,
and quality risk transfer coefficient. The final demand side’s stability strategy in the shared
manufacturing mode is to participate in quality synergy by increasing unit revenue/loss,
product quality increment when quality is improved, product quality reduction when
quality is not improved, quality accident risk, and the quality risk transfer coefficient.

3.3. Stability Analysis of Shared Platform Strategy

The value perception of “positive regulation” and “negative regulation” in the shared
platform are T1g and T2g, respectively.

T1g = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(p)[w(e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + R)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + R))]
+w(1− p)[w(e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + αL)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + L))]

(11)

T2g = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(p)[w(1− e)(−C(αL))] + w(1− p)[w(e)(−C(αL)) + w(1− e)(−C(L))] (12)

The average value perception of demand side is Tg.

Tg = gT1g + (1− g)T2g (13)

The dynamic equation of shared platform replication is F(g).

F(g) = dg/dt =g(T1g − Tg) = g(1− g)(T1g − T2g) = g(1− g)
w(p)[w(e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + R)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + R))]−
w(p)[w(1− e)(−C(αL))] + w(1− p)[w(e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + αL))+
w(1− e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + L))]− w(1− p)[w(e)(−C(αL)) + w(1− e)(−C(L))]

 (14)

For the convenience of calculation, the simplified formula is:

F(g) = g(1− g)[w(p)M + w(1− p)N] (15)

The parameter M represents the difference between the platform’s active supervision
value function and the passive supervision value function when the quality of the supply
side is improved; the parameter N represents the difference between the platform’s active
supervision value function and the passive supervision value function when the supply
side does not improve quality.

Proposition 3. To find the partial derivative of the shared platform replica dynamic equation, there
are the following relationships:

∂F(g)
∂Hc

>0,
∂F(g)

∂α
>0,

∂F(g)
∂Cgh

<0,
∂F(g)

∂L
>0,

∂F(g)
∂F

>0.
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According to Proposition 3, the probability of active supervision of a shared platform
is positively correlated with the perceived benefit of active supervision, the spillover
coefficient of quality risk, the risk of quality accidents, and the severity of punishment, and
negatively correlated with the perceived labor cost of active supervision. In the shared
manufacturing mode, the final stability strategy of the shared platform is active supervision,
which improves the perception of benefits, quality risk spillover coefficient, quality accident
risk, and punishment of active supervision while decreasing the perception of labor costs
of active supervision.

3.4. Stability Analysis of Strategy Portfolio

From Equation (4), it follows that the supply side can achieve local stability by choosing
the strategy of quality improvement when p = 0, p = 1.

From Equation (9), it follows that the demand side can achieve local stability by
choosing the strategy of cost sharing when e = 0, e = 1.

From Equation (13), it follows that the shared platform can achieve local stability by
choosing the strategy of positive regulation when g = 0, g = 1.

It can be seen that the eight local equilibrium points of the system evolution are:

E1(0, 0, 0), E2(1, 0, 0), E3(0, 1, 0), E4(0, 0, 1), E5(1, 1, 0), E6(1, 0, 1), E7(0, 1, 1), E8(1, 1, 1).

According to Lyapunov’s first law, the Jacobian matrix of the replica dynamic system is:

J =

 ∂F(p)/∂p ∂F(p)/∂e ∂F(p)/∂g
∂F(e)/∂p ∂F(e)/∂e ∂F(e)/∂g
∂F(g)/∂p ∂F(g)/∂e ∂F(g)/∂g

 (16)

The stability analysis of the strategy combination is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Strategy portfolio stability analysis.

Equilibrium Point λ1, λ2, λ3 Sign Stability

(0, 0, 0) B, F, N (×, ×, ×) saddle point
(1, 0, 0) −B, E, M (×, ×, ×) saddle point
(0, 1, 0) A, F, N (×, ×, ×) saddle point
(0, 0, 1) B, F,−N (×, ×, ×) saddle point
(1, 1, 0) −A,−E, M (×, ×, ×) saddle point
(1, 0, 1) −B, E,−M (×, ×, ×) saddle point
(0, 1, 1) A,−F,−N (×, ×, ×) saddle point
(1, 1, 1) −A,−E,−M (×, ×, ×) saddle point

3.5. Analysis of Results

According to the stability analysis of the strategy combination in 3.4, the local equi-
librium points E1(0, 0, 0), E2(1, 0, 0), E3(0, 1, 0), E4(0, 0, 1), E5(1, 1, 0), E6(1, 0, 1), E7(0, 1, 1)
and E8(1, 1, 1) are all saddle points, and certain conditions must be met to become the
stable points of the system. Under the assumption of unconstrained constraints, it is clear
that there is no equilibrium point in the shared system. In terms of shared manufacturing
practice, it is difficult for decision makers to make theoretically optimal behavioral decisions
due to bounded rationality and different risk attitudes of decision makers, resulting in
systematic deviations in the behavior of shared participants, and it is difficult for the shared
system to achieve the optimal state.

This paper examines the non-theoretical optimal behavior decision of decision makers
and the non-optimal state of shared systems from the perspective of “cost-benefit” from
the perspective of valence-cost perception bias, reference dependence, risk preference, and
so on. A detailed explanation is provided below.
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(1) Valence-cost perception bias

The valence perception of supply side quality improvement, demand side cost sharing,
and active shared platform supervision is often lower than that of its opposing behavior
in the shared manufacturing quality synergy model; supply side quality improvement,
demand side cost sharing, and active shared platform supervision’s cost perception is often
higher than that of its opposing behavior. The choice of behavioral decision-making is the
consequence of balancing the advantages and negatives in terms of valence-perceived bias,
but the appearance of the free-rider strategy choice will disrupt this condition. When the
cost is shared by the supply side, the supply side can choose not to increase the quality
in order to get “extra income,” and the demand side can choose not to pay the cost when
the supply side’s quality is improved in order to reap the advantages. To save money
on self-discipline, adopt passive supervision. In terms of cost-perceived variation, the
shared platform dynamically matches the supply and demand sides based on big data and
sophisticated algorithms in the shared manufacturing mode, and this dynamic matching
process has higher uncertainty. Because the creation, distribution, and consumption of
shared services are synchronous operations, the shared platform must establish a more
flexible and responsive supply chain than the traditional supply chain, and the supply and
demand sides must work harder to match resource supply and demand.

(2) Reference dependency

Prospect theory holds that before making a choice, people will select a reference point
and then evaluate the difference between the behavioral result and the reference point. The
Mental Accounts Theory splits the behavioral reference point further on this basis into a
valence reference point and a cost reference point. Because of the existence of the reference
effect, the establishment of distinct reference points for different actions will result in varied
assessment outcomes for the same conduct, influencing behavior choice. For example, the
perception of loss reduced by the quality improvement of the supply side is Ha = 4, when
the reference point of valence perception is U0 = 1, the perception of relative gain of the
supply side to the quality improvement is ∆1 = Ha −U0 = 4− 1 = 3; when the reference
point of valence perception is U0 = 1.5, the perception of relative gain of the supply side to
the improvement of quality is ∆2 = Ha −U0 = 4− 1.5 = 2.5. Because of ∆2 < ∆1, when
the valence perception reference point is U0 = 1.5, the relative benefit perception of quality
improvement by the supply side is low, and the convenience of supply will reduce the
choice of quality improvement behavior. The specific mechanism by which the reference
point change affects the decision-maker’s behavioral choice will be discussed in detail in
the simulation analysis part of this paper.

(3) Risk appetite

Prospect theory holds that before making a choice, people will select a reference point
and then evaluate the difference between the behavioral result and the reference point.
The Mental Accounts Theory splits the behavioral reference point further on this basis
into a valence reference point and a cost reference point. Because of the existence of the
reference effect, the establishment of distinct reference points for different actions will result
in varied assessment outcomes for the same conduct, influencing behavior choice. The risk
preference coefficient of valence is relatively large at this time, and the sensitivity of valence
loss aversion is small; the cost-aware scenario, will show more risk preference; at this time,
the risk preference coefficient is larger when the cost is relative to the loss-return, and the
sensitivity of cost loss avoidance is smaller.

4. Model Analysis under the Dynamic Reward and Punishment Mechanism

Under the static reward and punishment strategy scenario, the decision-making body’s
strategy choice is not always theoretically optimal, and the decision-making system does
not reach the ideal state. As a result, an optimized dynamic reward and punishment
strategy is introduced, and the punishment and reward execution strategy is modified. It is
assumed that the platform’s reward and punishment policies for the supply side are related
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to the supply side’s strategy choice, that is, the strength of the shared platform’s reward
and punishment policies and the improvement of the supply side’s quality. The probability
is proportional. The reward R and punishment F amount is optimized from the original
fixed constant, (assuming this is the highest reward and punishment amount) to a dynamic
linear function R(p) = pR, F(p) = (1− p)F. The reward and punishment strategies are
combined in pairs to study the behavioral decision-making rules of each game subject under
three different reward and punishment strategies: (static reward, dynamic punishment),
(dynamic reward, static punishment), (dynamic reward, dynamic punishment).

4.1. Static Rewards and Dynamic Penalties

Assuming that the punishment strategy of the shared platform to the supply side is
related to the strategy choice of the supply side, that is, let the punishment of the shared
platform to the supply side be F(p) = (1− p)F, and the reward is still a fixed constant R.
In the scenario of static reward and dynamic punishment strategy of shared platform, the
three-dimensional evolutionary game analysis of supply side, demand side and shared
platform is as follows.

The supply side replication dynamic equation is F(p).

F(p) = dp/dt =p(T1p − Tp) = p(1− p)(T1p − T2p) = p(1− p)
w(e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C((1− K)Cph)) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph))]
−w(e)[w(g)(P(KCph)− C((1− p)F + ψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q)))]
+w(1− e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C(Cph + φψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)−
C(Cph + φψLw(q)))]− w(1− e)[w(g)(−C((1− p)F + Lw(q))) + w(1− g)(−C(Lw(q)))]


(17)

The demand side replica dynamic equation is F(e).

F(e) = de/dt =e(T1e − Te) = e(1− e)(T1e − T2e) = e(1− e){
w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)]− w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))] + w(1− p)
[−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))]− w(1− p)[−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))]

}
(18)

The dynamic equation of the shared platform replica is F(g).

F(g) = dg/dt =g(T1g − Tg) = g(1− g)(T1g − T2g) = g(1− g)
w(p)[w(e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + R)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + R))]−
w(p)[w(1− e)(−C(αL))] + w(1− p)[w(e)(P(Hc + (1− p)F)− C(Cgh + αL))+
w(1− e)(P(Hc + (1− p)F)− C(Cgh + L))]− w(1− p)[w(e)(−C(αL)) + w(1− e)(−C(L))]

 (19)

4.2. Dynamic Rewards and Static Penalties

Assuming that the reward strategy of the shared platform to the supply side is related
to the strategy choice of the supply side, that is, the reward of the shared platform to the
supply side is set as R(p) = pR, and the penalty is still a fixed constant F. In the scenario of
dynamic reward and static punishment strategy of shared platform, the three-dimensional
evolutionary game analysis of supply side, demand side, and shared platform is as follows.

The supply side replication dynamic equation is F(p).

F(p) = dp/dt =p(T1p − Tp) = p(1− p)(T1p − T2p) = p(1− p)
w(e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + pR)− C((1− K)Cph)) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph))]
−w(e)[w(g)(P(KCph)− C(F + ψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q)))]
+w(1− e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + pR)− C(Cph + φψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)−
C(Cph + φψLw(q)))]− w(1− e)[w(g)(−C(F + Lw(q))) + w(1− g)(−C(Lw(q)))]


(20)

The demand side replica dynamic equation is F(e).

F(e) = de/dt =e(T1e − Te) = e(1− e)(T1e − T2e) = e(1− e){
w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)]− w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))] + w(1− p)
[−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))]− w(1− p)[−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))]

}
(21)
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The dynamic equation of the shared platform replica is F(g).

F(g) = dg/dt =g(T1g − Tg) = g(1− g)(T1g − T2g) = g(1− g)
w(p)[w(e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + pR)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + pR))]−
w(p)[w(1− e)(−C(αL))] + w(1− p)[w(e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + αL))+
w(1− e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + L))]− w(1− p)[w(e)(−C(αL)) + w(1− e)(−C(L))]

 (22)

4.3. Dynamic Rewards and Punishments

It is assumed that the reward and punishment strategies of the shared platform to the
supply side are related to the strategy choice of the supply side, that is, the reward and
punishment of the shared platform to the supply side are set as R(p) = pR,F(p) = (1− p)F.
Under the dynamic reward and punishment strategy scenario of the shared platform, the
three-dimensional evolutionary game analysis of the supply side, the demand side, and
the shared platform is as follows.

The supply side replication dynamic equation is F(p).

F(p) = dp/dt =p(T1p − Tp) = p(1− p)(T1p − T2p) = p(1− p)
w(e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + pR)− C((1− K)Cph)) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph))]
−w(e)[w(g)(P(KCph)− C((1− p)F + ψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q)))]
+w(1− e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + pR)− C(Cph + φψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)−
C(Cph + φψLw(q)))]− w(1− e)[w(g)(−C((1− p)F + Lw(q))) + w(1− g)(−C(Lw(q)))]


(23)

The demand side replica dynamic equation is F(e).

F(e) = de/dt =e(T1e − Te) = e(1− e)(T1e − T2e) = e(1− e){
w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)]− w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))] + w(1− p)
[−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))]− w(1− p)[−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))]

}
(24)

The dynamic equation of the shared platform replica is F(g).

F(g) = dg/dt =g(T1g − Tg) = g(1− g)(T1g − T2g) = g(1− g)
w(p)[w(e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + pR)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + pR))]−
w(p)[w(1− e)(−C(αL))] + w(1− p)[w(e)(P(Hc + (1− p)F)− C(Cgh + αL))+
w(1− e)(P(Hc + (1− p)F)− C(Cgh + L))]− w(1− p)[w(e)(−C(αL)) + w(1− e)(−C(L))]

 (25)

5. Simulation Analysis

In order to more intuitively show the influence of key elements on the behavior
evolution of supply side, demand side, and shared platform, take Mould Lao, a typical
benchmark enterprise of shared manufacturing in China as an example. Some parameters
refer to the random experimental data of [25,26], and use MATLAB R2020b to simulate the
evolution trajectory of each game party.

The initial settings of the parameters are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Initial parameter settings.

parameter p e g Cph Cph K Ha Hb Hc Hd Qa Qb Qc F

initial value 0.5 0.5 0.6 8 2 0.5 1 1 6 2 5 2 1 8

parameter R φ α ψ L q U0 U1 β θ ν σ λ δ

initial value 2 0.2 0.6 0.5 5 0.03 1 1 0.88 0.88 0.98 0.98 2.5 2.5

5.1. Influence of Reward and Punishment Mechanism

Figure 1a–d shows that the systems in Figure 1a,b do not have an evolutionary stable
state, whereas the systems in Figure 1c,d do. When the evolution paths of the system are
compared under different reward and punishment mechanisms, it is clear that there is
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no evolutionary stable state of the system under the static reward and static punishment
mechanism, dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, and the system is more
unstable under the dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanism. Obviously,
under the static reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, the dynamic reward and
dynamic punishment mechanism, compared with the unstable state under the static reward
and static punishment mechanism, the system has an evolutionary stable state. Additionally,
under the dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, the rate of evolution
convergence is faster, and the probability of supply side quality improvement is greater.

Therefore:

(1) In terms of the combined effectiveness of different mechanisms, dynamic reward and
dynamic punishment mechanism, static reward and dynamic punishment mechanism
can effectively change the system’s unstable state, causing the system to gradually
evolve and stabilize in a certain stable state. Under the dynamic reward and dynamic
penalty mechanism, the slope of the trajectory and the position of the stable point,
the system evolution converges faster, and the probability of supply side quality
improvement is greater. As a result, the dynamic reward and punishment mechanism
outperforms the static reward and punishment mechanism.

(2) The system does not have an evolutionary stable state under the static reward and
static punishment mechanism or the dynamic reward and dynamic punishment
mechanism. In terms of the stability of strategy combination, the system’s stability
under the static reward and static penalty mechanism is stronger, and the static reward
and static penalty mechanism is better than the dynamic reward and static penalty
mechanism; in terms of the stability of strategy evolution, although the dynamic
reward and static penalty mechanism is better, the static reward and static penalty
mechanism is better. The degree of instability of the system is more obvious under the
reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, but the probability that the supply side
chooses quality improvement and the shared platform chooses active supervision is
also higher. The dynamic reward and static punishment mechanism is better than the
static reward and static punishment mechanism.

(3) The system does have an evolutionary stable state under the dynamic reward and
dynamic punishment mechanism, and the static reward and dynamic punishment
mechanism. However, by analyzing the position of the stable point, it can be seen
that the probability of active supervision of the shared platform is high at this time,
but the probability of quality improvement on the supply side is medium, the proba-
bility of cost sharing on the demand side is low, and the enthusiasm for the shared
manufacturing to directly participate in the quality improvement of both parties is
low, the driving force of quality coordination mainly comes from the external super-
vision and regulation of the shared platform. The endogenous driving force from
the supply side and the demand side is weak, which is not conducive to the effective
progress of quality improvement work and the long-term development of the shared
manufacturing model.
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Figure 1. (a) Evolution path diagram under static reward and static penalty mechanism, (b) Evolution
path diagram under dynamic reward and static punishment mechanism, (c) Evolution path diagram
under static reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, (d) Evolution path diagram under dynamic
reward and dynamic punishment mechanism.

5.2. Influence of Cost Allocation Ratio

Take {K = 0.3, K = 0.4, K = 0.4}, the strategy evolution process and results are shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2a–d shows that as the cost allocation ratio increases, the stable state of the
system evolution does not change significantly. Under the static reward and static pun-
ishment mechanisms, dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanisms, the most
obvious change of the system evolution characteristic is the oscillation amplitude, and the
oscillation amplitude of the system evolution gradually decreases as the cost allocation
ratio increases. The most obvious change in the system evolution characteristic under the
mechanism, dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, is the convergence
speed, and the speed of evolution convergence gradually becomes slower as the cost
allocation ratio increases.
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It is clear that there is no direct and obvious linear relationship between the cost
allocation ratio and the system evolution’s stability. As a result, an appropriate cost
allocation ratio should be chosen in the synergistic practice of shared manufacturing quality.
The strategy of pursuing high-cost allocation blindly cannot ensure the effectiveness of
quality coordination and will also become a cost burden for demanders.

5.3. Impact of Quality Improvement Gains

Take {Ha = 4, Hb = 4}, {Ha = 1, Hb = 1}, {Ha = 8, Hb = 8}, the strategy evolution
process and results are shown in Figure 3.

The change in the quality improvement benefit can considerably influence the steady
state of the system evolution, as shown in Figure 3a–d. In terms of the probability of
quality improvement on the supply side, as the benefits of quality improvement increase,
so does the probability of quality improvement on the supply side; similarly, as the benefits
of quality improvement increase, so does the probability of active supervision on the
shared platform. The probability of party cost sharing and active supervision of the shared
platform has fallen dramatically.
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Figure 3. (a) Influence of quality improvement returns on system evolution under static reward and
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When the advantages of quality improvement are low, the supply side’s endogenous
incentive to carry out quality improvement is insufficient, and subjective willingness to
carry out quality improvement is lacking. In recent years, the supply side’s motivation to
increase quality stems mostly from cost allocation and external control of shared platforms.
The return on investment in quality improvement by the supply side has soared as the
benefits of quality improvement have increased, and the internal driving power of the
supply side in quality improvement is sufficiently strong. Without the interference of other
stakeholders, the supply side can retain a high level of excitement for quality improvement
at this time.

5.4. Influence of Reference Points

Take {U0 = 0.1, U1 = 0.1}, {U0 = 0.5, U1 = 0.5}, {U0 = 1.0, U1 = 1.0}, the strategy
evolution process and results are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. (a) Influence of reference points on system evolution under static reward and static penalty
systems. (b) Influence of reference points on system evolution under dynamic reward and static
penalty systems. (c) Influence of reference points on system evolution under static reward and
dynamic penalty systems. (d) Influence of reference points on system evolution under dynamic
reward and dynamic penalty systems.

Figure 4a–d show that, under the static reward and static punishment mechanism,
and the dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, when the reference point
is decreased, the oscillation amplitude of the system development progressively decreases,
and the system’s stability gradually decreases. There is some improvement; under the static
reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, as the reference point drops, the speed of
system development and convergence accelerates, and the likelihood of supply side quality
improvement increases.

This corresponds to the conclusion of the 3.3 outcome analysis. The subjective percep-
tions of decision makers regarding objective objects, rather than the real items themselves,
influence their behavior and decision-making. That is, when the influencing factors such as
income and cost remain constant, the change in the decision-own maker’s reference point
will cause the decision-maker to have a different perception of the external influencing
factors, which will then affect the decision-behavioral maker’s decision-making.

To promote the quality coordination of shared manufacturing, we can not only start
with external regulations such as increasing the cost allocation ratio and establishing reward
and punishment mechanisms, but we can also change the perceptions of costs and benefits
of supply sides and other participating subjects by strengthening the overall quality view
and establishing a long-term development concept.

5.5. Influence of Loss Aversion Coefficient

Take {δ = 2.3, δ = 2.5, δ = 2.7}, the strategy evolution process and results are shown
in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5a–d, the oscillation amplitude of the system development steadily
decreases as the loss avoidance coefficient increases under the static reward and static
punishment mechanism, dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, and the
system is stable. With the lowering of the loss avoidance coefficient in the static reward
and dynamic punishment mechanism and the dynamic reward and dynamic punishment
mechanism, the pace of system evolution and convergence grows faster, and the chance of
supply side quality improvement improves.

In practice, the information access of decision makers is always limited, and the
rationality of decision makers is also limited. As a result, when decision makers encounter
a complicated decision-making environment, they will always display multiple levels of
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risk preference, and loss aversion is one of them. Various decision makers have different
loss aversion attitudes, which will alter decision makers’ value perception and decision
choices when external influencing factors stay constant.

As a result, assisting decision makers in developing the proper notion of profit and
loss will help to improve the synergy impact of shared manufacturing quality.
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6. The Impact of the Subsidy Mechanism on the Evolution of the System

According to the simulation analysis, the mechanism combination of dynamic reward
and dynamic punishment can effectively improve the stability of system evolution and
is better than other mechanism combinations in promoting the quality improvement of
the supply side, however, the probability of cost allocation on the demand side is minimal,
and the decision-making system has attained a stable state but not the theoretical optimum
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state. The synergistic impact of shared manufacturing quality is now weak, which is
not favorable for the long-term steady growth of the shared manufacturing mode. As a
result, this work develops a subsidy mechanism based on dynamic cost allocation and
dynamic revenue sharing, builds a shared manufacturing decision-making model using
the subsidy mechanism, and investigates the optimal boundary for the growth of shared
manufacturing strategies.

6.1. The Impact of Subsidy Mechanism on System Evolution

In order to further improve the decision-making model, this paper introduces a subsidy
mechanism. The shared platform provides certain subsidies to the subjects who actively
participate in quality synergy to achieve the effect of incentives. The subsidy variable is
represented by He.

Based on this, a shared manufacturing decision model under the reputation mecha-
nism is constructed. The value perception function of each game subject and the replica
dynamic equation of strategy selection are as follows:

The value perception of “quality improvement” and “no quality improvement” in the
supply side are T1p and T2p, respectively.

T1p = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C((1− K)Cph))
+w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph − He))]+
w(1− e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C(Cph − He + φψLw(q)))+
w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C(Cph − He + φψLw(q)))]

(26)

T2p = T(∆π)w(ε) = w(e)[w(g)(P(KCph)− C(F + ψLw(q))) + w(1− g)
(P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q)))] + w(1− e)[w(g)(−C(F + Lw(q))) + w(1− g)(−C(Lw(q)))]

(27)

The average value perception of supply side is Tp.

Tp = pT1p + (1− p)T2p (28)

The dynamic equation of supply side replication is F(p).

F(p) = dp/dt =p(T1p − Tp) = p(1− p)(T1p − T2p) = p(1− p)
w(e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C((1− K)Cph − He)) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)− C((1− K)Cph − He))]
−w(e)[w(g)(P(KCph)− C(F + ψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(KCph)− C(ψLw(q)))]
+w(1− e)[w(g)(P(Ha + Hb + R)− C(Cph − He + φψLw(q))) + w(1− g)(P(Ha + Hb)
−C(Cph − He + φψLw(q)))]− w(1− e)[w(g)(−C(F + Lw(q))) + w(1− g)(−C(Lw(q)))]


(29)

The value perception of “cost sharing” and “no cost sharing” in the demand side are
T1e and T2e, respectively.

T1e = T(∆π)w(ε)
= w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)] + w(1− p)[−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))] (30)

T2e = T(∆π)w(ε)
= w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))] + w(1− p)[−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))]

(31)

The average value perception of demand side is Te.

Te = eT1e + (1− e)T2e (32)

The dynamic equation of demand side replication is F(e).

F(e) = de/dt =e(T1e − Te) = e(1− e)(T1e − T2e) = e(1− e){
w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(KCph)]− w(p)[P(Hd(Qb −Qa))− C(ψLw(q))] + w(1− p)
[−C(kCph + Hd(Qa −Qc) + φψLw(q))]− w(1− p)[−C(Hd(Qa −Qc) + Lw(q))]

}
(33)
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The value perception of “positive regulation” and “negative regulation” in the shared
platform are T1g and T2g, respectively.

T1g == T(∆π)w(ε) = w(p)[w(e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + R)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + R))]
+w(1− p)[w(e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + αL)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + L))]

(34)

T2g = T(∆π)w(ε) =
w(p)[w(1− e)(−C(αL))] + w(1− p)[w(e)(−C(αL)) + w(1− e)(−C(L))]

(35)

The average value perception of shared platform is Tg.

Tg = gT1g + (1− g)T2g (36)

The dynamic equation of shared platform replication is F(g).

F(g) = dg/dt =g(T1g − Tg) = g(1− g)(T1g − T2g) = g(1− g)
w(p)[w(e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + R)) + w(1− e)(P(Hc)− C(Cgh + αL + R))]−
w(p)[w(1− e)(−C(αL))] + w(1− p)[w(e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + αL))+
w(1− e)(P(Hc + F)− C(Cgh + L))]− w(1− p)[w(e)(−C(αL)) + w(1− e)(−C(L))]

 (37)

6.2. Model Analysis

In order to more intuitively show the impact of the subsidy mechanism on the behavior
evolution of the supply side, the demand side and the shared platform, the following uses
MATLAB R2020b to simulate the evolution trajectory of each game party.

Take {He = 0, He = 2, He = 4,}, the strategy evolution process and results are shown
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 shows that the subsidy mechanism has a considerable impact on the evolution
of the shared manufacturing system, and that the subsidy mechanism may effectively
shift the location of the system’s equilibrium point. By observing the position of the
equilibrium point in the three-dimensional coordinate map under various subsidy methods,
it is discovered that with a continuous rise in subsidy intensity, the system evolution’s
equilibrium point steadily develops and stabilizes close to (1, 1, 1). It can be seen that
the implementation of the subsidy mechanism not only ensures that the shared platform
maintains high supervision enthusiasm, but also significantly improves the probability
of quality improvement on the supply side and the probability of cost allocation on the
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demand side, and effectively promotes the shared decision-making system’s stability
strategy to “Pareto optimality.” “The direction evolves and finally stabilizes at quality
improvement, cost sharing, active supervision, at which time the shared decision-making
system reaches both a stable and optimum state.”

Many factors impact shared manufacturing quality coordination. The literature [12–14]
conducted a number of studies on quality improvement, but they were all based on tra-
ditional expected utility theory. Traditional game analysis, due to its inherent limitations,
makes it impossible to ensure the robustness and scientificity of the conclusions. Based on
the theory of unexpected utility, reference [9] conducted an evolutionary game analysis on
the quality improvement of shared manufacturing, but the evolutionary game model built,
only involves two game subjects. This research incorporates prospect theory and mental ac-
count theory into tripartite evolutionary game analysis, allowing constrained rationality to
pervade the entire process while evaluating the law of development of each game subject’s
behavior under the combination of numerous reward and punishment mechanisms.

7. Conclusions
7.1. Key Summary

(1) The synergistic improvement of shared manufacturing quality is the consequence of
the combined action of numerous interrelated and interacting factors, rather than the
linear effect of a single element. Objective elements impacting quality coordination
include incentives and penalties, cost allocation ratio, quality spillover risk, and
quality accident risk; subjective aspects include reference point, value perception,
loss avoidance, etc. Subjective perceptions of participants can nevertheless influence
each participant’s strategic choice in shared production if the objective conditions
stay constant.

(2) Although the combination of multiple incentive and punishment methods can sig-
nificantly alter the effect of shared manufacturing quality synergy, there are certain
effectiveness gaps. In terms of the combined effect of different reward and punishment
mechanisms, static reward and dynamic punishment mechanism, dynamic reward
and dynamic punishment mechanism, dynamic reward and dynamic punishment
mechanism, dynamic reward and dynamic punishment mechanism can effectively
change the stability of system evolution, while the intervention effect of dynamic
reward and dynamic punishment mechanism is the best. Even with the optimal
combination intervention mechanism, however, there are still problems such as low
demand for cost allocation on the demand side. Although the system has reached a
stable state, it is still far from ideal.

(3) The subsidy mechanism can effectively compensate for the effectiveness gap of the
reward and punishment mechanism, and it can also strengthen the internal driving
force of shared manufacturing quality coordination. The implementation of a subsidy
mechanism can considerably raise the eagerness of both the supply and demand
sides of shared manufacturing to engage in quality coordination, shifting the driving
force of shared manufacturing quality coordination from external control to subject
consciousness. As a result, the development of the shared manufacturing quality
synergistic system enters a stable state, tends to the evolution of the “Pareto optimum”
technique, and eventually stabilizes in the ideal state.

7.2. Management Insights

The following are the practical ramifications and managerial implications of the above
model analysis’s results for quality improvement in shared manufacturing.

(1) Consider strong external regulation to be the framework constraint, and positive
internal control to be the detail specification. While adjusting the incentives and
punishments, as well as the risk of quality spillovers, to create a good environment for
the synergistic improvement of quality in the shared manufacturing model, strengthen
the training and publicity of the shared manufacturing participants, and improve the
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quality awareness of the subjects with a quality concept that considers the overall
situation and long-term goals. External regulation and internal control work together
to assist shared manufacturing quality improve synergistically.

(2) Create a reliable reward and punishment mechanism and dynamically alter the in-
tensity of rewards and penalties. Take the reward and punishment mechanism as
an important mechanism foundation, and dynamically adjust the rewards and pun-
ishments based on each participant’s actual strategy choice, to avoid the drawbacks
of the “one-size-fits-all” reward and punishment mechanism, which cannot fully
mobilize the participants’ enthusiasm. The circumstance must be documented and
sorted out as an important foundation for determining rewards and punishments in
the following reward and punishment cycle.

(3) To close the effectiveness gap, strengthen the subsidy mechanism as an essential
addition to the incentive and punishment mechanisms. The subsidy mechanism is
used as an important supplement to form a complete incentive chain of “subsidy
before behavior, reward and punishment after behavior,” and promote the active
participation of all subjects in shared manufacturing quality synergistic improvement
on the basis of implementing the dynamic reward and punishment mechanism. The
“pay attention and everyone is involved” quality coordination environment ensures
the long-term growth of shared manufacturing quality synergistic improvement.

This paper constructs a tripartite evolutionary game model involving the supply side,
the demand side, and the shared platform. The countermeasures and suggestions proposed
in this paper, such as establishing a reward and punishment mechanism, improving a
subsidy mechanism, and establishing a correct cost-benefit concept provide a new path
reference for improving the quality of shared manufacturing, which will aid in the healthy
development of shared manufacturing and fully exploit its positive role in manufacturing
industry transformation. At the same time, government regulators have a significant
impact on the quality improvement of shared manufacturing. Therefore, considering the
important role of government regulators, building a quadrilateral game model of shared
manufacturing supply side, demand side, shared platform, and government regulators is
the next research direction.
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